A Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) makes it possible to build large-scale sharedmemory multiprocessor systems. To provide insight into dynamic system performance, we have developed an integrated data collection, analysis, and data visualization environment for a MINbased multiprocessor system, called MIN-Graph. MIN-Graph is a graphical instrumentation monitor to aid users in investigating performance problems and in determining an e ective way of exploiting the high performance capabilities of interconnection network multiprocessor systems. Our monitor measures, analyzes, evaluates and displays the events, performance and overhead of interprocessor communication, process scheduling, remote-memory access, network contention and others on a MIN-based multiprocessor. The graphical monitor is X-window based and implemented on the BBN GP1000 and the BBN TC2000.
Introduction
A multiprocessor with a Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) can be constructed as a NonUniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture. NUMA de nes a shared-memory multiprocessor environment in which the times to access shared-memory from di erent processors are not identical. In a remote/local NUMA architecture, such as the BBN GP1000 and the TC2000, a particular processor can access some memory, such as its local memory, faster than other memory, such as the memory local to other processors. Since the memory modules are distributed and an interconnection network is used to connect a processor and its local memory with all other processors and their memory modules, this type of architecture can also support a distributed-memory multicomputer environment in which data sharing and communication are conducted by message-passing through the network. In a MIN-based architecture, a shared-memory environment is built through a distributed architecture { each processor has its local memory and is also able to access all other memory modules through a switching network. Therefore, a MIN-based architecture can scale upward to large number of processors in shared-memory multiprocessor design.
Complex interactions between many processors and memory modules through a MIN result in signi cantly larger space of possible performance behavior and potential performance bottlenecks. Programming a MIN-based multiprocessor system requires that users understand the performance characteristics of the system and be able to modify their programs and algorithms accordingly. A multiprocessor instrumentation should develop monitoring tools to aid users in measuring, evaluating and tuning the parallel programs running on the parallel systems. Our performance visualization tool, the MIN-Graph, is based on software monitoring: the measured data is collected during the rst phase of the monitor operation. The second phase, the data analysis, allows users to access the data. Finally the third phase drives the graphical tool to display di erent performance activities.
In section 2, we present programming models on a MIN-based architecture, and the target machines, the BBN GP1000 and the TC2000. In section 3, we give the design objectives, methods, and brie y overview the related work. The purpose of this section is to address why the MIN-Graph is unique for MIN-based architectures. The software structure and the events of interest are discussed in section 4. Section 5 describes the instrumentation preprocessor, the issues of event measurement and analysis, and overhead reduction in the monitor. Section 6 presents the performance visualization for di erent system and application programs including spin-lock synchronization, sparse nonlinear system solving and sequence pattern searching on the BBN GP1000 and TC2000. We will also show how performance of the computational programs is improved with the aid of the MIN-Graph. The work is summarized in section 7.
2 NUMA programming models and the two target architectures
Programming models
Programming models on a MIN-based multiprocessor architecture can be classi ed into three types: distributed-memory, shared-memory with static scheduling, and shared memory with dynamic scheduling. Under the distributed programming model, each node is viewed as a complete computer supported by a processor, a local memory and some I/O facilities physically on one board which connects to all other nodes in the system. An important factor in the e ciency of the distributedmemory model is the e ectiveness with which data can be exchanged among its many nodes. The model of shared-memory with static scheduling provides shared-memory accesses to all processors, with program code and private data stored in local memory. Programming requires partitioning the application across all the nodes at load time, which exploits the processor locality best but provides no dynamic process scheduling at run time. The shared-memory synchronization primitives such as a barrier are supported for synchronizing processors at the end of a group of parallel tasks. The model of shared-memory with dynamic scheduling implies that from a user's point of view all processors share a single pool of memory with di erent memory access times. A scheduling mechanism is supported to schedule the processes dynamically among the processors at run time.
The BBN GP1000
One of our target multiprocessor systems, the BBN GP1000 2-4], based on the original Butter y architectures is a MIMD system, and incorporates up to 256 Motorola 68020 processor nodes connected via a MIN. The network is composed of 4 4 switches to form a p log 4 p switching interconnection, where p is the number of processors connected. The bandwidth of each path of a switch is 32 Mb per second. Each processor node has a 68851 paged memory management unit for virtual memory processing. The memory of the machine is shared among all processors in this way | each processor node includes 4 MBytes of memory that can be accessed from any processor in the system via the network. Each memory location is physically local to its host processor, although globally accessible by any processor in the system. A memory access from a processor to its own memory through the direct path is called local access, and a memory access from a processor to other memory modules through the network is called remote-memory access. The time ratio between a local access and a remote access with no other processors active on the GP1000 is up to 1:15 depending on the types of the access 6, 20].
The BBN TC2000
The BBN TC2000 5] is the latest and the most powerful member of the BBN family, which supports up to 512 Motorola 88100 processor nodes. The butter y switch composed of 8 8 switches is used for the network. Each processor node includes 16 MBytes of memory that can be accessed from any processor in the system via the network. The bandwidth of each path of a switch is 38 Mb per second. Besides more powerful nodes and a larger scale system, the TC2000 has some other major di erences from the GP1000. Each processor node in the TC2000 has a Motorola 88200 paged memory management unit for virtual memory processing. Each processor node provides a 32K byte code cache and a 16K byte data cache. The TC2000 avoids the cache-coherence problem by disallowing caching of shared data. This scheme caches private data, shared data that is readonly, and instructions, while references to modi able shared data bypass the cache. In addition, an interleaved shared-memory scheme is supported as an option in order to reduce memory contention in computing.
3 Why the MIN-Graph is unique for a MIN-based architecture A number of parallel monitoring tools have been developed in a past few years. SHMAP 7] , developed at the University of Tennessee to aid in the design, implementation and understanding matrix algorithms for parallel processing, is an example of a software monitor. SHMAP uses software to simulate hierarchical memory organization and di erent cache replacement policies. Trace code to record events of interest is inserted directly into the user's program. The events are automatically measured by the inserted code when the instrumented application programs run. Then the collected event data are analyzed and graphically displayed for studying memory access patterns, di erent cache replacement algorithms and e ects of multiprocessors on matrix algorithms. However, SHMAP does not directly monitor parallel programs on a shared-memory machine but uses simulations on a sequential machine. On the other hand, Reilly 17 ] develops a hardware monitor for the multiprocessor VAX system M31 designed and built by DEC Advanced VAX System Group. The M31 was designed to allow experimentation in the area of parallel program development and system design. To serve this purpose the M31's design includes support for an extensive performance monitoring system. The events of interest include ne grained events such as a cache hit or miss or a bus stall, system events such as process creation, process termination, and application events such as the entry to or exit from a subroutine or access to a data structure. Initially, the M31 instrumentation system was to provide a completely non-invasive and passive hardware event collector. However a number of problems such as additional complexity and very expensive cost made the purely passive monitor unwieldy for software performance analysis. Malony and Reed 13], using the Intel iPSC/2 as a target distributed-memory architecture, have developed a hybrid performance instrumentation tool integrating data collection, analysis, and visualization in one box, called Hyperview. Three levels of instrumentation are developed: application instrumentation (by modifying Free Software Foundation's GNU C compiler to emit instrumented code), operating system instrumentation and hardware monitoring. The hardware-assisted monitoring system is built up to circumvent the high overhead of software tracing and lack of a global clock with high resolution. PICL, a Portable Instrumented Communication Library developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 10] is a software monitor mainly monitoring message-passing events. Since both the Hyperview and the PICL were originally built for hypercube architecture, which solely supports a message passing paradigm, the events of interest mainly focus on communications among processor nodes. It is possible that PICL can, as the authors claim, be implemented on any shared-memory or distributed shared-memory machines which support alternative message-passing programming paradigm. On pure shared-memory machines, there will be a signi cant performance penalty in this approach. On a MIN-based multiprocessor system, sources of major parallel processing overhead include imbalanced workload, scheduling and remote-memory accesses, since shared-memory programming models are commonly used. However, neither the Hyperview nor the PICL provides support for instrumenting remote-memory access and other related shared-memory activities on a MIN-based multiprocessor.
In contrast, our performance monitor is developed for monitoring and visualizing performance of a MIN-based multiprocessor. On a MIN-based architecture, communication between processors, unbalanced workload, scheduling, remote-memory accesses and network contention make major contributions to parallel processing overhead. To help users address an algorithm's ine ciency and adjust the program accordingly, the MIN-Graph presents (1) the degree of parallelism (or concurrency) of a running program; (2) the workload in each processor; (3) message-passing communications among processors; (4) remote-memory accesses; and (5) network contention involved in computations. 4 System structure and events of interest We choose to use software monitoring because this approach does not depend upon any special hardware support, and is enough to detect those events required to present the parallel program status we want. In software monitoring, event detection is done by inserting trace code directly into the user's program before it runs. If extensive source code modi cations are required, manual insertion is impractical. Thus we need a program preprocessor to automatically handle trace code insertion. These inserted trace codes are actually function calls which will record event data. All the trace routines are packed into one module to form a trace routine library. Later when the instrumented program is executed, performance data will be collected for analyzing its parallel behavior. After the program event trace is done, the performance results are presented to users. Since the complexity and quantity of data from performance measurements can be overwhelming, e cient representations of parallel performance are needed to allow users to identify bottlenecks easily and quickly. One such a technique is visualization, a method of transforming symbolic data into intuitive and easy-to-read geometric form. The high information density of a graphical display makes it become almost an indispensable part of the software tools and environments.
MIN-Graph, is composed of four parts: (1) an instrumentation preprocessor for event detection, (2) a trace routine library for event measurement, (3) a data analyzer for event analysis, and (4) a performance displayer for visualization. An application program becomes an instrumented program after going through the instrumentation preprocesor. The instrumented program outputs regular results executed by a MIN-based multiprocessor system. The collected performance data is studied by the data analyzer. Event measurement is actually done when a program runs with inserted tracing code and linked with the trace routine library. Finally the analyzed data is presented by the performance displayer on a graphics supported workstation.
After the system structure and trace methods are decided, the rst question about programbased event trace is: What are the events of interest? The MIN-Graph has three basic classes of events:
Process creation and termination: this event detection is used for tracing load balancing and task scheduling.
Communication over the interconnection network: this event detection is used for tracing the network tra c and contention.
Remote memory access: this event detection is used for tracing the number of remote-memory accesses, hot spots, and network and memory contention.
5 Event instrumentation, measurement and analysis
An instrumentation preprocessor
The function of the instrumentation preprocessor is to insert tracing recorders into a user's application program to be monitored at compile time. In fact, the preprocessor is a syntax analyzer of a high level language. Its input is a parallel program in a high level language, such as C. Its output is an instrumented program in which trace codes have been implanted. Compiler generator tools Lex and Yacc can been used to build the preprocessor.
In many cases tracing codes are inserted before or after system calls which generate interesting events. It is e cient for the insertion to be done after the syntax analyzer reduces to a particular \function call" token. But care must be taken in guaranteeing the semantic consistency between the original parallel program and the instrumented program. As we can see, a function call must be an expression or part of an expression. To keep the program logic unchanged after tracing code has been inserted, we use the concept of the comma expression in C language. For detailed information about the preprocessor implementation, the interested reader may refer to 16].
If we only want to trace events generated by system calls, a lexical analyzer would be enough. Every system call can be handled as a \token" plus some mechanisms to recognize its parameters. However, the instrumentation for remote-memory access requires an analysis of data declarations and memory allocation speci cations to obtain information about allocation of data nonlocal memory modules. Therefore it is necessary to use Yacc to analyze data declarations and data allocations and to generate instrumentation codes. Sometimes information such as whether a memory access is a local access or a remote access may not be decided until runtime. But we are still able to statically insert tracing code by specifying parameters in the tracing recorder. Code insertion is invoked in the preprocessor whenever the syntax analyzer reduces to some possible remote allocated variables. When a program is running and a possible remote access happens, then a remote-memory access recorder is called. At this point the remote-memory access recorder will check to see if a real remote access happens, since it can know at this moment on which processor the process is running and on which memory module the access variable is allocated.
Event measurement and analysis
After a user's program is processed by the preprocessor, an instrumented program is produced. When an instrumented program runs, the inserted tracing routines automatically record the event data of interest and send them through a socket to another independent processor where data is analyzed.
One important aspect of a parallel program is the degree of parallelism, which de nes the number of processors that are concurrently active. It is possible that one generates more than one process on a processor node (these processes may run under multiprogramming environment).
However at one point in time only one process can be scheduled on that processor. The degree of an algorithm's parallelism can be obtained by analyzing event data for process creation and termination. Both events record the time they occur and processor node IDs on which they are running. We maintain a dynamic data structure for the global status of multiprocessor activities.
A \network usage" structure gives a global picture of communication over the interconnection network among processes by explicitly specifying message-passing requests. Here network usage does not include remote-memory access, which implies the communication between processors and memory modules. This part of the monitor particularly supports the distributed-memory programming model to observe communication overhead. Message send and receive events are measured for analysis.
Overhead reduction in the MIN-Graph
A key issue in a software monitor is the amount of overhead introduced by the instrumentation. The time spent generating performance data and space used storing the trace output are the overhead in software instrumentation. The overhead a ects the behavior of a program by slowing down the execution speed on a MIN-based multiprocessor. The quality of a software monitor is mainly dependent on how well the overhead is handled and reduced. We will next brie y introduce the techniques we have used for reducing the time and space requirements of the run-time tracing code.
(1) Minimize the number of inserting points. At each inserting point, trace functions will be called and trace output will be stored. Therefore, a major step to reduce the amount of inserted trace code and saved trace data is to minimize the number of inserting points. As previously described, we only choose necessary performance events for code insertions.
(2) No further remote-memory accesses involved in tracing. Since the trace code is directly inserted in user's program, certain distortions will be introduced. To minimize the distortion e ect, only data local to the processor are recorded because remote data accesses could severely disturb the performance of the original parallel program. Event analysis and synthesis are used to obtain the global status of the parallel program by combining the sequence of event data.
(3) Only generate the necessary run-time trace data. In order to decrease the amount of trace data produced, we limit the trace size by recording only those events that cannot be determined statically or through event analysis and synthesis. For example, by only recording a remote-memory access event we can also obtain the other related events, such as the corresponding network routing path, which then does not need to be recorded at run-time.
(4) Reduce the trace information if possible. In many computations, the sheer quantity of events recorded makes storing it impractical or impossible. In addition, many events are not useful for understanding insights of parallel performance. In general, poor performance of a program is caused by too many network transactions. For example, in the model of shared-memory with dynamic scheduling, a poorly structured program can generate a huge amount of remote-memory accesses in a very short period of time. The most important performance evaluation to the user is not when each remote access happens, but how it happens and how many are generated. We have two options for a user to choose. The rst option is designed for a well-structured program with reasonably limited number of remote-memory accesses, where all remote-memory access events are recorded at every moment when they happen. The second option is designed for those programs producing a large number of remote-memory accesses. The basic data structure for a remotememory access includes: pid, timestamp, source node and destination node. If a processor node conducts remote-memory accesses to a destination node again and again, all the recorded data structures are the same except the time stamps. In the second data structure, the time clock is read in a period of time, and the number of remote-memory accesses are precisely counted in the period. This method greatly reduces the time spent in recording and the size of the trace output. The length of the trace period of reading the clock can be adjusted by a user to control the overhead of this type of trace in time and space.
(5) Compression of Trace data. A compression algorithm is applied to the trace output before it is written to a local memory bu er. However, the compression may add extra overhead, such as additional copying, CPU and memory cycles. This overhead is a worthwhile investment when the recorded trace le is huge. Currently in MIN-Graph, data compression is an option for dealing with a large trace data set.
The overhead of the monitor can be measured by comparing the execution of the original program without inserting trace code and the execution of the instrumented program. We have measured the overhead with several application programs which will be described in the next section. The overhead of the MIN-Graph for a well-structured program ranges from 2 to 4 times over the normal execution time. For a poorly structured program, it ranges 10 to 20 times or more over the the normal execution time. 6 Parallel performance display and tuning
The visualization of the performance is presented in X-windows. The most di cult task in visualization is not how to do it but is to decide what is the best way for a user to assimilate as much critical information as possible from a quick look at the graphic presentations. The graphical performance presentation can give users a clear insight into the general behavior of the whole computing task, which is re ected by the degree of parallelism, processor's workload, network tra c and remote-memory access.
Monitoring and visualizing remote-memory access and network contention in spin-lock synchronization
In a MIN-based multiprocessor, all the memory modules are shared by all the processors through the network. Before a critical variable or a section is accessed by atomic instructions, a lock is set. This means other processors trying to enter the section must wait until the lock is released. How to wait for one's turn is the major issue for synchronization e ciency. The simplest approach is to spin (\busy-wait") for the lock, which may be implemented by a test-and-set hardware instruction. Obviously, spin-lock wastes processor cycles. Moreover, spin-wait may generate more tra c and consume more communication bandwidth in the network to slow other processors doing useful work, including the one working in the critical section. There are several variations of the spin lock. The basic idea is to set various delay functions after each test-and-set in each processor in order to reduce network and memory contention. In order to reduce contention in the network and the memory module holding the lock, it would be more e cient that each processor busy-waits only on a locally-accessible variable for the lock. Several queueing spinning algorithms have been proposed 1, 14, 21] .
Various spin-lock algorithms for spin-locks have been implemented on the GP1000 and the TC2000 for performance evaluation 19] . These algorithms were monitored by the MIN-Graph. Here, we present some of the representative performance results. The basic operations for all the algorithms are that each processor requests lock acquisitions 10 times in a loop. The critical sections for all the experiments were set to 0. In addition, all experiments on both of the GP1000 and the TC2000 were under benchmark modes. Therefore, the systems were solely used for the measurements. The original experiments were run up to 128 processors on both of the BBN machines. Since we are interested in remote-memory accesses and network contention involved in each algorithm, we choose a medium size number of processors (40 processors) without losing generality. (Another reason is to reduce the sizes of the gures).
Remote memory access patterns for a computation are formed by a two-dimensional array window, where row indices represent the processors in the system, and the column indices represent the memory modules to be accessed by the processors in the system. The number in each element of the array (in ith row and j th column) represents the times of remote-memory access from processor i to memory module j . This window is dynamically updated at run time. The nal snapshot reports the total number of remote-memory accesses and their distribution.
Network contention is de ned as a con ict where more than one message need to access the same portion of a path at the same time. The events of multiple memory accesses reaching same switches or same memory modules are recorded at di erent time period. In the contention graph presentation, The horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents the number of the switch or memory module con icts happens at the time. Figure 1 presents the memory access patterns and contention graphs of the spin-lock algorithms: test and set, test and set with a static delay, test and set with exponential delay, and a distributed lock. The numbers of memory accesses are not printed in the memmory access arrays because some of them have too long digits to place in the arrays. Although the memory access patterns of the three centralized algorithms are the same, the numbers of memory accesses and network contentions are di erent.
As we know, on a MIN-based multiprocessor, this simple spin-lock can cause a \hot-spot", delaying accesses to the memory module containing the lock location as well as to other memory modules. Processor 0 holds the lock, whose memory module becomes a hot spot because all the other processors try to access the lock through remote-memory accesses. (The memory access pattern array indicates that only the rst column presents numbers for remote-memory accesses to processor 0).
The other two variations are test and set with a static delay where a constant timing delay is applied after each polling to the lock, and test and set with an exponential delay where the timing delay to access the lock increases exponentially with every failed attempt to acquire the lock. These two locks still belong to the class of centralized algorithms because the lock is allocated in the globally shared-memory module. However, the delay functions reduce the number of remotememory accesses to the lock. Therefore network transactions are reduced. For example, according to the three remote-memory access patterns presented by the MIN-Graph, the total number of memory accesses in test and set is 4682, in test and set with a static delay is 1741 (63% reduction) and in test and set with a exponential delay is 1012 (78% reduction).
The remote-memory access pattern of the distributed lock no longer centers to the rst column. Rather than using a single scalar variable to represent the lock, this algorithm represents scalars as an array where each element in the array resides on a di erent processor. Each processor spins locally until the processor arriving the lock before it releases the lock and transfers the control to it. Therefore, processor 0 no longer serves as a \hot spot", and remote-memory accesses are scattered among all the processors. According to the memory access patterns monitored by the MIN-Graph, the total number of remote-memory accesses reduces to 764. Most importantly, the remote-memory accesses are scattered all over the memory modules.
The contention graphs of the four algorithms also clearly show e ectiveness of the application of the delay functions and, especially the distributed algorithm. The distributed lock algorithm performs extremely well in terms of remote-memory access and network contention reductions.
Monitoring a parallel nonlinear optimization program
This program solves a large-scale and sparse nonlinear system of equations F (x) = 0, where F 2 R n , x 2 R n and the Jacobian J (x) is sparse. A triangular decomposition approach is to transform a sparse nonlinear system of equations into a block triangular structure so that the computations can be decomposed for parallel processing. Dennis, Mart inez and Zhang 8, 9] develop several e cient parallel methods for solving a sparse nonlinear system of equations. We monitored one of the methods which was implemented on the GP1000.
This method is a variation of the Gauss-Seidel-Newton method. It evaluates the diagonal blocks concurrently instead of successively as the one in the classical Gauss-Seidel-Newton method 15], The number of variables of the problem we solved on the BBN GP1000 is 1,400. The problem is decomposed into 14 blocks, each of which has 100 variables. Each of the nonlinear sub-systems can be evaluated and factored independently. We solved the problem by using the parallel GaussSeidel-Newton method.
The shared-memory model with static scheduling is applied for solving this problem, where the block variables are distributed among the 14 processors evenly. In each iteration, the block Jacobian matrices are evaluated and factored in each processor concurrently. Each block i is then used to calculate the Newton steps after obtaining the updated block variables from the previous blocks 1; :::; i ? 1, followed by updating the variables. For simplicity of explanation, we assume that the number of processors is equal to the number of blocks in the system. The updated block variable exchanges take advantage of the block triangular structure so that each processor i uses a remote-read to obtain the updated block variables only from its neighbor processor i ? 1 which Figure 2 (b) presents the memory access pattern for solving the same problem in a shared-memory model with dynamic scheduling. The major di erence is that many more remote-memory accesses are conducted in a random way. This program also takes much longer to nish, mainly because of more network transactions for remote-memory accesses and scheduling. The monitoring results from MIN-Graph indicate that dynamic scheduling is not necessary but generate more overhead for this computation.
Visualizing parallel performance of multiple molecular sequence analysis algorithms
With the recent advances in biochemical techniques, DNA and protein sequencing has become routine and is a major tool of molecular biology and genetics research. In molecular sequence analysis, the problem of classifying nucleotide patterns and relationships between multiple sequences are of fundamental importance. Karlin et al. 11] described a \linked-list" algorithm to search for statistically signi cant long matching segments among multiple sequences. The idea of this algorithm has been re ned, implemented, and applied to a data set of 386 DNA sequences from the intestinal bacteria Escherichia coli genome totaling over 1.43 million nucleotides 12]. This algorithm has been extended in two ways: to search for inverted complementary matches in DNA sequences, and to assemble signi cant core matches into alignment groups. Multiple sequences are concatenated into a single composite sequence, converting the problem of matching to the search for repeats in a single sequence. There are four main steps in the matching algorithm. First, the composite sequence of N letters is formed and represented as a sequence of integers from the domain of the input alphabet. A linked list array which connects each occurrence of a k-word (a string of k consecutive letters) to the next occurrence of the same word in the composite sequence is constructed. Second, all reasonably long identity blocks, called core blocks, are located. Third, these core blocks are extended by anking them with other identity blocks in both directions to form longer matches, allowing interruption by small error blocks. Fourth, maximally extended matches which meet the prescribed printing criteria will be produced in the output le. This algorithm has been implemented by Srinivasan 18] on the BBN TC2000. The three phases of the matching algorithm | constructing the pointer array, nding the core blocks and extending core blocks with errors have been developed in parallel forms. Figure 3 shows the nal snapshots of workload windows and concurrency graph windows of two implementations monitored by the MINGraph. Both implementations apply the shared-memory model with dynamic scheduling. The rst implementation (Figure 3 (a) ) is more natural and easily adapted from the sequential algorithm. But the sizes of scheduled tasks are relatively small. The performance results from MIN-Graph shows that this implementation is not e cient: the concurrency graph level is not high and many processor idle gaps are presented in the workload window. This is because each processor spends more time waiting for tasks to be scheduled than computing the tasks.
Based on the advice from the MIN-Graph, the program is modi ed so that the size of the scheduled tasks are increased. Figure 3 (b) reports the performance results, which shows that the concurrency graph level is much higher, and processor idle time units are signi cantly decreased. According to the comparisons of the memory access patterns of the two programs presented by the MIN-Graph, the total number of remote-memory accesses decreases about 81% after the program is modi ed (from 6990 times to 1341 times). Of course the computing time is shortened as well.
Summary
The key for MIN-based multiprocessor performance is to e ciently schedule tasks and distribute data among the processors through the interconnection network. First this requires that shared data be placed in the processor node where it is expected to be used most (explore the best locality). Secondly, data needs to be e ectively distributed in order to reduce remote-memory access and network and memory contention. Thirdly, the processor resources must e ectively used in a process of computation. E cient and e ective parallel processing has become increasingly dependent upon performance analysis and evaluation as the principle tool for explaining the behavior of multiprocessor systems. Our monitor provides the performance data related to the above three aspects under distributed-memory and shared-memory programming environments. It gives users a better understanding of the e ects from both the program and the interconnection network. Therefore, the e ects may be reduced or even eliminated in tuning the parallel program. Current work includes monitoring several large-scale scienti c computation programs on the GP1000 and the TC2000. Work continues on monitoring more real-world scienti c application programs, and on installing the MIN-Graph in a public domain.
